Moreno Valley College Curriculum Committee Meeting

Minutes

March 9, 2021; 2p-4p
Non-Voting Members

Voting Members
X Ann Pfeifle, Faculty Co- Chair X Jeanne Howard, Articulation
Officer

X Carlos Lopez, VPAA/ALO, Administrative CoChair

X Nancy Aguirre, Public Safety

X Esteban Navas, Mathematics

X Anna Marie Amezquita, Dean of Instruction,
Communications and Liberal Arts

X Maria Alvarez de Pacheco
Counseling

X Kasey Nguyen, Business

X Melody Graveen, Dean of Instruction, STEM &
CTE

X Rachel Dyer, Health and
Human Services)

X Debbi Renfrow, Communications, X Phil Rawlings, Dean of Public Safety
English and World Languages

X Norma Flores,
Communications, English and
World Languages

X Nick Sinigaglia, Humanities,
Education, Social Sciences and
Behavioral Sciences

X Tom Vitzelio, Dean Academic Support

X Lisa Hausladen, Assessment
Coordinator

X Robert Delgadillo, Visual and
Performing Arts

X Sabina Fernandez, Recorder- Staff

X Stephen Wagner, STEM- Natural
Science

X Cristian Barrera, Student Representative (ASMVC)

GUEST (Non-Voting)
X Arlene Serrato, Academic
Evaluations Specialist

X Carmen Valencia, Matriculation
Specialist

A. Call to Order and Roll Call (sign in)- Ann Pfeifle, Co-Chair
i. Motion to begin Meeting- 2:03pm
B. Agenda and Minutes Approval
i. Agenda- March 9, 2021-Motion-J Howard; Second- M Alvarez de Pacheco. Unanimous.
ii. Minutes- February 23, 2021-Motion- J Howard; Second- Maria de Pacheco. Unanimous.
C. Action Items
i. Curriculum Proposals
D. OTHER REPORTS
i. Report from Chair (Ann Pfeifle):
a. Item of discussion from her report of two weeks ago, the Ethnic Studies was presented to the
Board and it all went well. Everybody was very happy to see of the work done very quickly, bravo
to all and thank you for your help and support in that.
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b. Working on a report for faculty, on the status on Emergency Distance Ed (DX) Addenda, will send
out as soon as its approved, but need to take it to Academic Senate Presidents. District Curriculum
Committee is of the opinion, even though we may begin, or we have begun some face to face
classes and we are anticipating, more in the fall, that our emergency only approvals, those DE
addenda that we're for emergency situation only, will continue until we are at 100% capacity, no
covid shutdown, once everything is lifted; until then, those DE Emergency Only can be accepted.
Encouraging faculty, if faculty have determined teaching as an Emergency DE and feel could now
teach it as a hybrid or fully online, complete the normal regular Distance Ed Addenda proposal.
Please submit next three weeks to get it approved and it will not impact as we transitioned as we
get back, to face-to-face.
c. Robert Delgadillo is representing for the Visual and Performing Arts department, is stepping in for
I-Ching Tsai
ii. Report from Coordinator (Sabina Fernandez): No Report
iii. Report from AO (Jeanne Howard):
a. Attended a 5-hour meeting with the all the Articulation Officers in the State. The IGETC standards
is changing, because they are working with the Board Governors and the General Ed committees
for all three segments, about adding an Area VII, Ethnic Studies.
b. CI-D is looking for faculty who are teaching Ethnic Studies courses to participate in a new AD-T in
Ethnic Studies, and also to review the C-ID descriptors for the courses that are currently putting
in Area F, going to develop the descriptors for the Ethnic Studies course. Looking for faculty to
put TMCs and A-DTs together. For those faculty interested or who teach or can teach Ethnic
Studies courses, and interested to attend, may be beneficial for those faculty who are teaching
the 14 ETS courses in our campus to attend. Send Jeanne an email and will send meeting
information, the meeting is March 25th.
c. A lot going on at the CSUs and UCs, most likely are going in their classes at 100% in the fall, but
only be managing 50%, in the classrooms. More will be revealed on this.
d. There’s going to be a new database for TMCs, to help faculty who are interested in developing
the ADTs from the TMCs. Mentioning, here are a few ADTs that faculty want to develop, but it
starts with the TMC and to be able to develop the degree for it, but have some ideas when
developing a new degree. If looking to developing a new degree let Jeanne know and can do
some research, what UCs or CSUSs have that degree. If there is not and ADT for it. There has
been discussion of eliminating AOEs, that will create a lot more degrees, open for our students, if
there is not ADTs then, we will need degrees in certain areas. That’s a discussion going on right
now, and a lot of changes that are happening right now, that will work through the summer.
Keep on your radar.
e. Still good with online lab class, the CUS and UC are still accepting them through spring, not a
problem.
iv. Report from VPAA/ALO (Carlos Lopez):
a. All three colleges are currently working on the communication to help clarify the Memo that
went out last week about the plans for fall 2021. Memo based on the positive direction that we
are receiving with relation to Covid; memo is being approved.
b. Accreditation efforts continue in regards to Distance Ed. There is amazing work being led and
done by Carrie Patterson, Kari Richards-Dinger, and Sara Nafzgar, create great partnership with
District Ed and doing a great job and support to faculty and working with their students. Think
will be in a good place, have a draft the follow-up report being written, there some pieces still
need to write, and still collecting evidence, and will be making its way through governance
process this spring, to get it submitted to ACCJC in August, and within 90 days after, then will
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have a site visit or they’ll come and take a random sample of our spring 2021 classes. Always look
at the last full completed term.
v. Reports from Deans:
a. A Amezquita- Added a few courses to “GR8 WEEKS” for Spring 2021, please inform students who
are looking to add another class. There are some general education classes that still have available
seats, such as ENG-1A and looking on adding more classes to be added the GR8 Weeks.
b. M Graveen- Excited the work the faculty are doing such adding programs for the students.
Appreciate the support for Apprenticeship. Kasey is doing a spectacular work in Apprenticeship.
There are some real opportunities for students to earn an learn at the same time. There are
contracts that are negotiable with employers. They agreed to give regular raises to the students,
as they go through the program, not only do they have job and an income, but they know they
have to complete in order to get a raise as they go. Looking forward to seeing more areas that
could be able to that in the CTE area.
E. Open Discussion- None
F. Adjournment-2:51pm
i. Motion- M Alvarez de Pacheco

(Next District Technical Review & District Curriculum Committee Meeting: March 16, 2021)
Next MVC Curriculum Committee Meeting: March 23, 2021
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Moreno Valley College Curriculum Committee
Minutes
March 9, 2021

Course Inclusions

MN R

Action

APP 450
Rationale:

Apprenticeship Work Experience
Course adoption is needed to support MVC registered and approved apprenticeship
programs, IT Support and Cybersecurity Specialist.
Discussion: Motion‐ K Nguyen; Second‐ J Howard. Unanimous.

Approved

Honors Statistics
The MVC Math department wants honors students to get the opportunity to challenge
themselves with Honors Statistics and take advantage of the many program benefits,
such as: transfer agreements including priority admission; honors‐to‐honors admission;
and access to special scholarships available only to honors transfer students –especially
those intended for programs requiring Statistics or Mathematics. Students will be more
prepared for their upper division undergraduate work and make their application more
competitive when they are ready to transfer. By once again offering Honors Statistics at
MVC, students who complete the course will have a better chance of getting into and
succeeding in their preferred programs of study when they transfer.
Discussion: Motiong‐ E Navas; Second‐ R Dyer. Unanimous.

Approved

MAT 12H
Rationale:

New Disciplines

MN R

Action

APP DISC M Apprenticeship
Rationale: Adoption of APP discipline and APP‐450 are necessary to support the approved IT
Support and Cybersecurity Special apprenticeship programs, in which students will
obtain job‐training experience with local employers and course work.
Discussion: Motion‐ K Nguyen; Second‐ N Flores. Unanimous.

Approved
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Moreno Valley College Curriculum Committee Meeting VOTES
March 9, 2021
Nancy Aguirre

Agenda
Minutes
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Y = "Yea" N = "Nay" A = Abstained Blank = Absent for Vote
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